Factors associated with delay in post-exposure prophylaxis in bitten people
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Abstract

Background: Although the incidence of animal bite is increasing in Iran, there is no sufficient knowledge about delayed Post-Exposure Prophylaxis (PEP). Hence, the aim of this study was to evaluate delayed PEP and its associated factors in bitten people.

Methods: This cross-sectional study was conducted in Tuyserkan district of Hamadan Province (West of Iran) from February 2011 to February 2012 and included 425 cases of animal bites recorded in the Rabies Treatment Center (RTC) using the census method. The associations between delayed PEP and each of the potential risk factors were investigated using Chi-square test.

Results: Of 425 registered cases, 71.8% were male and 81.2% were from rural areas. The mean age of the subjects was 32.4 years (±21.3). Dogs were the most frequent source of exposure (69.4%), and the most common bitten part of the body was legs (49.4%). With respect to the wounds, 16.2% of the cases had deep injuries. Overall, 37.2% of the cases received timely PEP (less than 6 hours). Delayed PEP was associated with sex (p=0.001), type of animal (p=0.020), injury status (p<0.001), place of residence (p=0.006) and distance from RTC (p<0.001).

Conclusion: Although all victims of animal bite injuries suspected to be rabid, they received complete PEP. However, delayed time of PEP was still very high. The factors associated with delayed PEP may help health care workers to prevent adverse disease outcomes. Furthermore, considering the results of this study, it is highly recommended that proper attention and emphasis be given to public educational programs on dog behavior, dog-child interaction, the risk of dog bites and bite wound management for the general population, particularly children.
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Introduction

One of the most zoonotic diseases, a disease transmitted to humans from animals, is rabies which is caused by a virus in the Rhabdovirus family that affects wild and domestic mammals. Because rabies is a vaccine-preventable disease, the estimated 55,000 annual human deaths caused by this disease worldwide is unacceptable and inexcusable (1). Rabies is present in all continents with the exception of Antarctica, but more than 95% of human deaths occur in developing countries in Asia and Africa where the disease is endemic in domestic dog populations (1).

Other studies conducted in different parts of Iran have shown that the incidence of animal bites in our country has been increasing in recent years. For example, a study to clarify the epidemiological features of rabies in Ilam province (West of Iran) reported that the incidence of animal
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bites has increased from 34 per 100,000 in 1999 to 98 per 100,000 in 2008 (2). Another report from Rafsanjan (Southeast of Iran) also showed that the incidence of animal bites increased from 180 per 100000 in 2003 to 241 per 100000 in 2005 (3). The same situation has been reported from Birjand in Southern Khorasan province (East of Iran) (4). However, in one of the districts of Golestan province where the highest rate of animal bite have been reported, the rate of animal bite had a descending trend from 2005 to 2009 (5).

According to the WHO report, to prevent this disease, more than 15 million people receive a post-exposure vaccination every year worldwide (1). In reality, the post exposure prophylaxis (PEP) is the most critical life-saving intervention essential for the prevention of rabies in humans after exposure (6). Although the cost-effectiveness of PEP has been well established (7), the post-exposure prophylaxis of the individual cases is not desirable yet (8, 9). Therefore, the present study, which to the best of our knowledge is the first of its kind, was conducted to evaluate delayed PEP and its associated factors in bitten people.

Methods

This retrospective cross-sectional study was conducted in Tuyserkan district of Hamadan province (West of Iran) and included 425 cases of animal bites recorded from February 2011 to February 2012 (for duration of one year and using the census method) in the Rabies Treatment Center (RTC). The individuals who were not the residents of the district were excluded from the analysis.

In Tuyserkan district, health care services are offered by different health networks including one hospital, 16 rural health centers, 3 urban health centers and 62 health houses. It is noteworthy to mention that over 50% of the Tuyserkan population is rural.

Information on demographic and clinical characteristics including sex, age, place of residence (rural, urban), type of biting animal (dog, cat, domestic or wild animal), injury status (deep, superficial), date and season of bite, distance from the Rabies Treatment Center (less than 30 kilometers, over 30 kilometers), bite site (leg, hand, body, head or face) were obtained using a checklist.

Statistical Methods

The follow up of each bitten subject was calculated from the date of the biting incident to the date of admission to the Rabies Treatment Center. This period divided into 3 times: on time (0-6 hours), delayed time (7-48 hours) and more than 48 hours. Duration of delayed post exposure prophylaxis during the bite period was assessed using Kaplan-Meier hazard function. Chi-square test (or Fisher’s Exact Test) was used for data analysis at the 5% significance level to determine whether any factors were associated with delays in post exposure prophylaxis delivery, using the statistical software Stata 11 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).

Results

The incidence rate of animal bite was 423 per 100000 people. Of the victims, 71.8% were male (male/female ratio was 2.5:1); and 81.2% were from rural areas. The mean age of the subjects was 32.4 years (95%CI: 30.4, 34.4), and the highest proportion of them (34.1%) fell in the 0-to-20-year age range. Domestic dogs were involved in 59.1% of the exposures, and the most common bitten part of the body was legs (49.4%). The distribution of demographic and clinical characteristics of the bitten subjects is shown in Table 1.

With respect to the wound status, 16.2% of the cases had deep injuries and 83.8% had superficial injuries. Overall, 37.2% of the cases received timely PEP (less than 6 hours), and the mean time delay from the injury to the initial management was 33.3 hours (95%CI: 26.7, 39.8). The mean delay for females was 45.3 hours (95%CI: 29.8, 60.8) and it was 28.5 hours for males (95%CI: 21.8, 35.2) (p= 0.023).
According to the results of Table 1, delayed PEP was associated with sex (p=0.001), type of animal (p=0.020), injury status (p<0.001), place of residence (p=0.006) and distance from RTC (p<0.001). No statistically significant relation was found between delayed PEP and age, season of bite and site of injury. Fig. 1 shows delay time of PEP according to various factors.

### Discussion

The main finding of this study was estimating the rate of timely PEP in bitten people; and it was found that 37.2% of the patients have received timely PEP. We found only one similar study conducted on the Iranian population, but it was written in Farsi (10). It should be noted that our findings are consistent with those of previous epidemiological studies in other regions which stated that the PEP of the individual cases is not desirable yet (8, 9). In fact, this study is one of the first studies to assess the factors associated with delayed PEP in Iran. These findings suggest that there are important relationships between sex, type of animal, injury status, place of residence and distance from RTC and delayed PEP.

Although there are no global estimates of animal bite incidence, the WHO reported that dogs are responsible for over 90% of the reported cases of rabies (11). Animal bites are one of the most important public health problems in some countries of the world. In the present study, 69.4% of our cases were victims of dog bites while 59.1% were of domestic dogs. These data...
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are in agreement with those reported in the literatures which confirm that the most animal bites are from dogs (2-4, 10). The same findings have been reported from other country (12-14). There was also a significant correlation between delayed PEP and type of biting animal. In concordance with a similar study (10), the delay time was longer among those subjects who were bitten by a domestic dog. Meanwhile, domestic dogs play a principal role as a reservoir and transmitter of urban rabies to humans (15). In addition, an epidemiological study of animal bites which analyzed 192 records of rabies cases in India revealed that dog bites caused maximum mortality. The authors have also reported that the failure to seek timely and appropriate treatment led to development of rabies (14).

The risk factors for human animal bites identified in our study are very similar to those of other studies conducted elsewhere (3, 16). For example, animal bite injuries were more common in subjects aged 0-20

Fig. 1. Delayed Post-Exposure Prophylaxis according to various factors; Each time unit is equal to six hours.
years and more common in males. A previous study conducted by Tenzin et al. to understand the use and distribution of human rabies post exposure prophylaxis vaccine in Bhutan also showed that PEP was provided more often to younger age groups and males (59%) (17). In addition, Riahi et al. (10) reported that 86% of the bite victims were male and 44.6% of them aged 10-29 years. They have also shown a significant difference between PEP and age (10). The higher incidence of disease and bites in males and also in children is considered a behavioral risk because of their extreme curiosity, lack of inhibition, limited knowledge and experience about dog behavior and inability to protect themselves from an attack (13, 16). However, it is also believed that children do not report minor bites or scratches to their parents, which increases the risk of rabies infection.

According to our finding, a significant relationship was observed between delayed PEP and distance from RTC and place of residence. On the other hand, the distance from the RTC was more than thirty kilometers for the majority of the cases (51.3%), and up to 72.5% of them did not receive timely PEP. Our results suggest that the population investigated may not be aware of the risks of rabies transmission as revealed previously (13, 18). Hampson et al. in a study to assess risk factors associated with rabies exposure reported that 20% of rabies-exposed individuals did not seek medical treatment and were not documented in official records, and only 65% of the identified rabies exposures received PEP. The authors also showed that those who live furthest from the health facilities and are in lower socioeconomic classes undergo longer delays before receiving PEP which increases the risk of developing rabies (19). Another study showed that the mean time in receiving PEP was significantly more in those having low educational level, living at rural areas and living at a distance more than 5 kilometers from the vaccination centre (20).

A significant correlation was found between delayed PEP and injury status. The delay time was shorter among those victims who had deep lesion. In the present study, 16.2% of the wounds were deep. Similarly, studies performed in Rafsanjan (Southeast of Iran) and Turkey showed that 15% and 17% of the wounds were deep, respectively (3, 21). In a similar study to determine the epidemiology and causes of delays in receiving treatment for rabies and animal bites in Tabas (East of Iran), it was revealed that 27.9% of the wounds were deep, but they did not find a significant relationship between PEP and injury status (10). In another study on the rabies post-exposure management of travelers from New Zealand, it was found that 85.2% of the animal exposures were graded as WHO category III (assessing as carrying a risk of developing rabies require PEP) and only 25% of the subjects received PEP consistent with WHO guidelines (22). It should be mentioned that we did not have any information on rabies in the public population or the health workers in the region of study. There is a very critical need to improved awareness and understanding of dog bite management among health care providers to prevent rabies deaths (23).

In this research, we were unable to collect other variables such as educational level or socio-economic status due to the retrospective design of the study, and this was considered as a limitation of this study.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, this study has provided important information about human animal bites, its risk factors and the key aspects of health services that could be targeted to improve the treatment of patients reporting animal-bite injuries. For instance, many bite victims had to travel to the Rabies Treatment Center to obtain PEP, which prolonged delays before PEP delivery, increased the risk of disease and imposed considerable costs on victims and their families. Although all the victims of animal bite injuries were suspected to be rabid, they received complete PEP, but the de-
layed time of PEP was still very high. The presence of large numbers of stray dogs is also a public health concern in our district. Intervention measures should include public educational programs on dog behavior, dog-child interaction, the risk of dog bites and bite wound management (e.g., washing with soap and water), particularly for children.
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